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Descriptors 1…12

EXPERTS’ CONVENTIONAL PROFILECONSUMERS’ DATA: NAPPING
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• 99 consumers
• Spontaneous data
• 2 fragrances are close if they are 
percieved as similar and far when
they are judged differently

• 12 experts at fragrances
• 2 sessions
• 12 compulsory descriptors
• Scaling evaluation

METHODOLOGY: HMFA

1 group

RESULTS

The HMFA (Hierarchical Multiple Factor Analysis)[3], by attributing 
the same weight to the different groups on each level of the 
hierarchy, helps us to confront the two points of view on the same 
graph.
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CONSUMERS’ NAPPING EXPERTS’ PROFILE
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• The proximity of the partial points of a product conveys a 
strong consensus between experts and consumers, especially
for the fragrances Coco Mademoiselle, Pure Poison and 
L’Instant.

• The products space given by consumers is nearly the same as 
the one given by experts.

• The descriptors used by experts are particularly well correlated with the 
two first axes, hence a clear interpretation.

• 3 groups are visible:

- Woody, spicy and oriental fragrances: Aromatics Elixir, Shalimar

- Floral, Fresh and citrus fragrances: J’adore, Pleasures

- Vanilla and greedy fragrances: Lolita Lempicka

• Non-trained and inexperienced consumers are able to find an agreement on the description of twelve luxury fragrances 
by using a very spontaneous data collection method.

• Moreover the HMFA highlights that differences made by consumers are the same than those made by the experts, both
obtained products spaces distinguish the same three groups.

• An interesting extension of this study is the analysis of textual data given by the consumers for the characterisation of 
the products. 
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INTRODUCTION
This study tries to evaluate the consumers’ ability to agree on a consistent products space
and compares consumers’ products space to experts’ one.

In this context, sensory analysis sessions have been conducted with a products space made 
of twelve luxury fragrances [1] [2].
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